
artsUNITE / UNITÉ des arts is excited to celebrate our National Launch! 

artsUNITE / UNITÉ des arts is a free, centralized and comprehensive wayfinding 
service that connects artists and creatives to the resources they need. Our National 
Launch starts March 8 until March 31 with a jam-packed schedule of fun featuring a 
showcase from our first virtual artist residency, workshops on how to craft an artist 
bio, artist discussions on the unforgettable (or forgettable) year 2020 and the future 
of live online performances.

We’re on a mission to unite the national Canadian arts sector in a mutual goal of 
empowering, educating and employing artists and creatives from across the country: 
join us, won’t you?

Read on to find out about all our exciting activities and events, and follow the launch 
action on social media.

PS: Did we mention it’s all FREE?

Instagram  Twitter  Facebook
@artsunite_ca @artsUNITE_ca @artsUNITE.ca

#artsUNITE #UNITEdesarts #AU_NationalLaunch #AU_Unmute

National Launch!
March 8 – March 31
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artsUNITE / UNITÉ des arts

https://www.instagram.com/artsunite_ca/
https://twitter.com/artsunite_ca
https://www.facebook.com/artsUNITE.ca/
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March 10 Danse et technologie
  with MainLine Theatre

March 11 Hindsight, 2020 
March 16 Emerging Technology Trends 2021 
  with Launchpad Learning

March 19 LIVEstreaming Workshop
  with Mind of a Snail

March 25 Unmute: Virtual Artist Residency Showcase
March 26 Dotgain
  with Holland College, Creative PEI

March 30 Images to Illustrations
  with Launchpad Learning

March 31 The (Short) Story of You: Crafting Your Artist Bio with Ease  
  with Business & Arts NL
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March 10 
Wednesday, 5 pm – 6 pm EST

Danse et technologie 
(Dance and Technology)
5à6 Featured as part of Festival Bouge d’ici with  
MainLine Theatre.

Danse et technologie is a facilitated discussion with dance 
professionals about their growing relationships with technology. 
Participants will share as they reflect on their experiences adapting 
work for the online sphere, creating connections with audiences through 
digital experiences and the practical lessons they have learned.

Produced by MainLine Theatre, Bouge d’ici was founded in 2010 as 
a way to support Montreal’s up-and-coming contemporary dance 
artists. Created as a reaction to the lack of realistic opportunities 
for emerging choreographers or students to present their work in 
professional contexts, Bouge d’ici-ers believe in creating their own 
opportunities, sharing their experiences with others and taking their 
artistic development into their own hands. Bouge’s practice is baked in 
five principles: accessibility, mentoring, development, facilitation  
and creation.

This is a free streamed panel available for viewing on Facebook and 
FringeTV. Viewers are encouraged to join the discussion using the 
comment feature.

Pre-registration is not required.

Purchase a Bouge d’ici Festival Pass

https://www.facebook.com/bougedici/
https://www.tv.fringetheatre.ca/en/p/bouge-dici.378
https://montrealfringe.online.red61.ca/event/2030:1/
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March 11 
Thursday, 2 pm – 3:30 pm EST

Hindsight, 2020
An artsUNITE / UNITÉ des arts Panel Discussion

Let’s look back at 2020 with the nine featured artists from the Unmute: 
Virtual Artist Residency! Coming together from across the country, 
we’ll reflect on how the pandemic has affected our creative practices 
and opportunities. This panel discussion will introduce Unmute’s 
nine resident artists and explore the labour of love that is art during 
COVID-19, looking back at the year that was to reflect on making art in 
the future.

Access: ASL interpretation, Closed Captions

Register Here

https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/hindsight-2020-an-artsunite-panel-discussion-tickets-143323641871
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March 16 
Tuesday, 3 pm – 4:30 pm EST

Emerging Technology Trends 2021
with Launchpad Learning led by Mike Breen

The world has changed, 2020 completely shifted our perspective and 
the way in which we do business. From E-Commerce reliance to living 
on zoom and spending more time than ever before on emerging 
social platforms, our lives have changed and created opportunities for 
connection. This workshop explores the emerging platforms, trends and 
tactics that are crucial to building a successful brand or business in the 
next 12 months, and beyond.
 
You will learn to:

• Develop an understanding of the market forces shaping trends 
within industries.

• Uncover the most impactful trends which will influence consumer 
behaviour in 2021

• Identify and select the opportunities that are right for your business 
objectives

• Understand the emerging social technology platforms in 2021 and 
beyond.

Mike Breen is an entrepreneur, brand strategist, and digital creative. 
Having graduated with a B.Sc. Marketing, Innovation & Technology and 
implementing progressive strategies for a number of industry-leading 
digital media companies.

Register Here

https://artscapedanielslaunchpad.spaces.nexudus.com/events/1414884876/emerging-technology-trends-2021?portal=
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March 19 
Friday, 2:30pm - 5:30pm EST

LIVEstreaming Workshop:  
Inspiration & Tech
with Mind of a Snail

We love theatre because it’s about LIVEness - experiencing a moment 
in a room together. So how do we translate that feeling of connection 
to an online format? We want to get you excited about the possibilities! 
We will share our approach to designing new online interactive work, 
from concept to tech. We want you to leave this workshop with lots of 
inspiration and ideas, and the tools to start moving forward to make 
your own online performances, presentations or interactive live streams.

Mind of a Snail is a shadow puppetry duo from Vancouver BC, on 
the unceded territories of the Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-
waututh Nations. Since 2003, Chloé Ziner and Jessica Gabriel have 
been developing a multilayered style of visual storytelling using 
overhead projectors as their main light source, and have been recently 
integrating live video and interactive live-streaming into their tool 
kit. Their performances play at the intersection of puppetry, visual 
arts, clowning & music. Their original shows Caws & Effect, Curious 
Contagious and Multiple Organism have won multiple awards for 
innovation and excellence at theatre festivals across North America.

Access: ASL interpretation, Closed Captions

Register Here

Event is free, but all are welcome 
to donate to the artists at Kofi-Donation

https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/livestreaming-workshop-inspiration-tech-with-mind-of-a-snail-tickets-143320434277
https://ko-fi.com/mindofasnail
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March 25 
Thursday, 7:30 pm - 9 pm EST

Unmute: Virtual Artist Residency Showcase
An artsUNITE / UNITÉ des arts Performance

After three weeks of workshops, conversations and mentorship, the nine 
artsUNITE / UNITÉ des arts Unmute Virtual Residency artists share their 
work! Be it an exploration of the works in progress, a reflection of the 
residency itself, or a full blown performative spectacle, this showcase 
offers a formal conclusion to the artsUNITE / UNITÉ des arts Unmute 
Virtual Residency. The format and content will be devised during the 
residency itself, so be sure to follow us for updates!

Instagram  Twitter  Facebook
@artsunite_ca @artsUNITE_ca @artsUNITE.ca

Access: ASL interpretation, Closed Captions

Register Here

https://www.instagram.com/artsunite_ca/
https://twitter.com/artsunite_ca
https://www.facebook.com/artsUNITE.ca/
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/unmute-artist-residency-showcase-tickets-143326835423
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March 26 
Friday, 1 pm -4 pm EST

Dotgain
Holland College and Creative PEI

A coordinated effort between Holland College, Creative PEI and 
artsUNITE / UNITÉ des arts, Dotgain will bring you an afternoon of 
online professional development specifically tailored to the visual arts 
communities of Prince Edward Island. The goal of Dotgain 2021 is to 
create a digital arena for Prince Edward Island’s creative community 
to connect, network and consider important topics like mental and 
environmental health.

The theme for this conference is Creative Ripple Effects: How does our 
own mental and environmental health affect our creativity? We will 
explore questions such as: How can we use our skills and talents for 
social good? What type of creative problems will we be solving in  
the future?

Register Here

https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/dotgain-tickets-143111828331
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March 30 
Tuesday, 1 pm – 2:30 pm EST

Images to Illustrations
with Launchpad Learning led by Rhea

Turn your photo images into fun, clean illustrations using graphic 
design. Transform your surroundings into digital settings. Create vibrant 
visuals and select pictures to draw with Adobe Illustrator, the result 
being a unique space style to your liking!

You will learn
• How to draw a room environment
• Make daily objects into quick graphics using tips
• Select a strong colour palette
• Create inner and outer glows
• Illustrate plants, furniture, and patterns

About the Instructor
Rhea is an artist and designer from Toronto. Her multimedia portfolio 
includes graphics, painting, remixing sounds and spaces. Rhea designs 
for technology, music, and lifestyle companies. Her graphics have been 
showcase at art galleries, research centres, and concert visuals.

Register Here

https://artscapedanielslaunchpad.spaces.nexudus.com/events/1414885580/graphic-design-demo-images-to-illustrations?portal&
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March 31 
Wednesday, 12:30 pm -1:30 pm EST
The (Short) Story of You: 
Crafting Your Artist Bio With Ease
Business & Arts NL

Even the most prolific writers, performers and artists find it challenging 
to talk about themselves and their work in a succinct and effective 
way. The challenge of writing a bio isn’t about your abilities or your 
confidence level. You probably don’t need an ego boost; you just need 
a process. In The (Short) Story of You, Christine Hennebury will lead 
you through a painless, repeatable process that guides you past some 
common writing obstacles, helps you to identify the most applicable 
details from your life/work, and then enables you to develop a solid first 
draft of an engaging and effective bio statement for your next grant 
application or public event.

Christine Hennebury is a storyteller, writer and creative life coach with 
a knack for encouraging people to be kind to themselves. She has 30 
years of experience in leading workshops to help individuals and groups 
ease their way into new creative practices. Christine is the founder of 
the Association for the Arts in Mount Pearl, the acting Vice-President for 
Storytellers of Canada-Conteurs du Canada and a past president of 
the St. John’s Storytelling Festival. She is also the proud recipient of  
the 2019 Impact in Music, Arts, and Culture Award from the City of  
Mount Pearl.

Access: ASL interpretation, Closed Captions

Register Here

https://businessandartsnl.com/what-we-do/business-workshops-for-artists/grant-writing-for-individual-artists-arts-groups-with-artsnl/

